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Background: Long-term prognostic value of renal function and coronary artery calcium score (CACS) in symptomatic patients without 
known coronary artery disease (CAD) is unclear.
methods: Renal function and CACS was assessed in patients without known CAD who presented with chest pain to our emergency room. 
Chronic kidney disease (CKD) was defined as eGFR < 60 mL/min/1.73 m2.
results: A total of 949 patients (804 non-CKD and 145 CKD, age 54 ± 13 y, 40% male, 57% hypertensive, 15% diabetic, 34% dyslipidemic 
and 18% smokers) were included. During the follow up of up to 5.3 y (median=3.6 y), cardiac events occurred in 5.7% (19 cardiac deaths, 
6 myocardial infarction, and 29 late revascularization). The event rates were higher in patients with higher CACS irrespective of CKD 
(figure). In multivariate analysis adjusted for Framingham score, both CACS (CACS 1-100 : HR 3.2; CACS 101-400 : HR 7.7, CACS>400: 
HR 8.9) and CKD (HR 10.2) were independently associated with events. Both adding CKD and CACS improved predictive performance 
(p<0.001 both). However; in patients with CACS=0, the event rates were not different between those with and without CKD (0.5%/y both 
groups; p=1.00).
conclusion: In our long-term cohort of patients without known CAD, both CACS and renal function are independent predictors for cardiac 
events. CKD provided incremental prognostic value over CACS and vice versa. However, in patients with CACS=0, presence of CKD was 
not significantly associated with increased risk for cardiac events.
 
